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1. Introduction. If G= HK where H is a normal subgroup of the group

G and where K is a subgroup of G with the trivial intersection with H, then

G is said to be a semi-direct product of H and K or a splitting extension of i/

by i£. In a recent paper, D. G. Higman [5](2) has considered the problem of

the existence of H when finite G and K are given and has extended the

classical results. Following Cartan [2], Malcev [7] has restated the defini-

tion of this product in terms of automorphisms of H. Specifically, one con-

siders the semi-direct product as an ordered triple G = (H, K; cj>) where <j> is

a homomorphism from K into the automorphism group of H; 4>\k^>4>k.

Special types of semi-direct products are the holomorphs and the dihedral

groups. The former, for the case H abelian, are discussed in a paper of Mills

[8]. The automorphism groups of the holomorphs of characteristically simple

groups are treated in a paper of Gol'fand [3].

In this paper, some properties of semi-direct products are found and con-

nections with the results in the literature are given. In §2, two special ele-

ments of Horn ((H, K; <p), <p(K)) are constructed. It is proved that the ex-

tensions of a group K by a group of automorphisms of a group H determine

extensions of K by the related relative holomorph, extensions which prove

to be semi-direct products of H by the corresponding extensions of K.

A necessary and sufficient condition is found, in §3, for a pair of homo-

morphisms, one on H into 4>(K), the other on K into <b(K), to be com-

pounded to a homomorphism of G into <j>(K), where G = (H, K; </>). If H is of

class 2 and if 3(H) is the group of inner automorphisms of H, then the natu-

ral map 6 on iZonto 3(H) and each of the power maps x„:a—>a" of the abelian

group 3(H) can be compounded to a homomorphism of the relative holo-

morph [9] of 3(H) over H to 3(H). Continuing in §4, we show that for the

holomorph if the natural map 6 on H onto 3(H) can be compounded with

an inner automorphism of the automorphism group of H generated by an

inner automorphism of H, then H must be nilpotent of class 3.

In §5, two products are constructed from group inclusions. The ascending

central series is determined for these, in one case in terms of repeated com-

mutator quotients [l ]. It is shown that each endomorphism of the auto-
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morphism group of TT leads to an extension W of H with normal subgroup

H0 anti-isomorphic to TT such that W/II0^W/H. Automorphisms of H are

extended, in §6, to inner automorphisms of (H, K; <p), and a fundamental

homomorphism of the latter is constructed onto a semi-direct product of the

group of inner automorphisms of (TY, K; 0) generated by the elements of H

and of the group of such automorphisms generated by the elements of K.

The automorphisms of K which can be extended to inner automorphisms

of (TT, K;4>) turn out (§7) to be the inner automorphisms of K. If the ascend-

ing central series ends with the center and if <j>(K) = 3(TT), then $(K) can be

injected into $(H, K; <p).

Those automorphisms of G which induce (§8) a pair of automorphisms,

one on TT, the other on K, form a subgroup g. If TT is of class 2 and if

0£Hom (K, 3(TT)), then 3(iT) has an isomorphic image which is a direct

summand of a normal subgroup of g.

If 58 is a group of automorphisms of TT which includes the inner auto-

morphisms and is in the centralizer of the group of normal automorphisms,

then the normal automorphism group of the relative holomorph of 58 over TT

turns out to be a semi-direct product. For a class 2 group H, construct the

centrally normal automorphisms, all those automorphisms which induce the

identity on the center and on the inner automorphism group. Then construct

the relative holomorph over TTof this group of automorphisms, and form the

centrally normal automorphism group of this relative holomorph. By modify-

ing the proof of the result on the holomorph of 33 above, we can show that

our new group of centrally normal automorphisms splits into a direct sum

of two groups, one of which lies in the g of the relative holomorph.

The ascending central series is determined, in §9, for the case where <p is

ample in the sense that <j>(K)E$(H). The members of this series and the

related quotient groups turn out to be semi-direct products related to the

ascending central series of TT and of K and to the repeated commutator quo-

tients of kernels of appropriate mappings. Even if <f> is not ample, one can

readily construct the first two members of the ascending central series. G is

of class 2 if and only if TT and K are of class 2 and each automorphism in

<b(K) is a special type of normal automorphism of TT.

A short discussion of the derivative occurs in §10. The factor-commutator

group of G is the direct product of H modulo a subgroup of modified com-

mutators and of the factor-commutator group of K.

Normalizers and centralizers of TT and K are found in §11. The largest

normal subgroup of G included in K is the kernel of <b. The normalizer tower

of K in G is constructed by using a modification of the normalizer tower of

the subgroup of universal fixed points (under the <pk) of TT in TT. Again the

commutator quotients will be indispensable in the consideration of this

tower. The normalizer modulo the centralizer of K in G is isomorphic to S(K),

also a property of a direct summand.
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As for notation, HAG shall mean that H is a normal subgroup of the

group G. The element e is used for the unity of every group, and (e) is the

one-element subgroup which it generates. If A is a subset of G, then {A } is

to be the subgroup of G generated by the elements of A. 2l(iZ), 3(H) and

@(i/) are to be, respectively, the group of automorphisms, the group of inner

automorphisms and the set of endomorphisms of the group H. Horn (A, B)

is to be the set of homomorphisms on the group A into the group B. For a

homomorphism a, we shall denote the kernel by kern a. i will be reserved for

the trivial automorphism or for an injection of a group A into a group B

(isomorphism into). For an abelian group H, the mappings x„ mentioned

above are endomorphisms. We write x_i=co. For a, /3£Hom (A, B), a+fi

shall denote the mapping (not necessarily a homomorphism) given by

(a+fi)(x) =a(x)fi(x). As usual, ® is to denote cartesian product, while ©

will indicate direct sum (product). = means that there is an isomorphism

from, say, left to right. The members of 3(H) are the Bh, where 6h(x) =xh

= hxh~l. v will be reserved for the trivial map: v(a)=e for every aEA.

p£Hom (A, B). The Zi(G) are to be the members of the ascending central

series [9] of G. ZX(G) is the center, and Zi(G/Zn(G))^Zn+i(G)/Zn(G). G is

said to be (nilpotent) of class n (or to be n-nilpotent) if G = Zn(G). Xi(G), the

set of normal automorphisms [9] of G, is the centralizer of 3(G) in 31(G). Let

1l(A; A/B) be the subset of all those automorphisms of A which induce t

on A/B. Then Xi(G)=%(G; G/Zi(G)). Let %n(G) = K(G'; G/Zn(G)) [4]. Oc-
casionally, if B is a non-normal subgroup oi A, we shall write 31(^4 ; A mod B)

ior the set of automorphisms a oi A~2)B where x-1a(x)£7J for every xEA.

21(7/; B) is to be the set of automorphisms of // which induce the identity on

the subgroup B of H. H' is to be the commutator subgroup i7(1)(i/) =D(H)

of H with generators all [hu h2]=hih2Klh-1 with hu h2EH. H"=D<-»(H)

= D(D(H)), ■ ■ ■ , /?<»>(//) =Z>(Z?<—»(#)), • • ■ , are the members of the de-

rived series of H [9]. <§.(A, B) is to be the centralizer of A in B where A is a

subgroup of the group B. 6(n)(^, B) =S(S("-1)(yl, B), B) where &»(A, B)

= Gi(A, B). Replace S by 9^ and the word centralizer by the word normalizer

in the last two sentences. For a normal subgroup A and for any subgroup B

of G, A+B (=A + GB) is to be the set of all gEG such that [g, b]EA ior

every bEB. A -4-5 is called [l ] the commutator quotient oi A by B in G. It is a

subgroup of G, normal if B is normal. The formally defined K+gK is the

subgroup W(K, G) even though K need not be normal. A subgroup A of B

is said to be a-admissible for a£@(5) if a(a)EA for every aEA. The num-

bering of items starts anew with each section.

2. Mappings into <j>(K). Let G* he a group, and let H and K he sub-

groups of G* such that (1) G*={H,K}, (2) HC\K = (e) and (3) HAG. Then

each element of G* has a unique representation in the form hk, /?£//, kEK,

and (hk)(h'k')=(h(kh'k-i))(kk')t where h'EH, k'EK [3]. Alternately, let
H and K he groups, and let <p he in Horn (K, 2l(i/)). We write </>„ instead of
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<f>(u) for uEK. <puv=4>u<pv where mappings are written to the left. <p(K) is to

be the range of <b in 2l(TT) and is a subgroup thereof. Let us also write kern

4> = t(<p)=i. For ordered pairs from the cartesian product H®K, define

multiplication by (h, k)(h', k') = (h4>k(h'), kk') [7]. The element (e, e) is the

obvious multiplicative identity, and (<bk-i(h~l), k~l)(h, k) = (e, e). The asso-

ciative law for multiplication is quickly verifiable so that G', H®K with the

given multiplication, is a group. We write G = (H, K; <p) and call this group

the semi-direct product of H with respect to K via <p [7]. A short argument

shows that G* is a splitting extension, i.e., an extension of TT by K with a

retractable factor system [9]; and conversely, every such extension is a semi-

direct product. This formulation of the semi-direct product goes back to

Cartan [2]. If K is a subgroup of %(H), and if <p = i, the injection of K into

2l(TT), then (TT, K; t) is the relative holomorph of K over H [9]. In particular,

(TT, Sl(TT); 0 is the holomorph §(TT) of TT.
Gf has a subgroup H*=H and a subgroup K*=K, where TT* consists of

all (h, e), and K* is the set of all (e, k). It is immediate that (1) G* = {II*, K*},

that (2) H*r\K* = (e) and that (3) TT* AG*. Conversely, if a group G* has

subgroups TT and K satisfying (1), (2) and (3), we can define

<*> E Horn (K, %(H))

by letting <bk be that automorphism of the normal subgroup TT which is

induced by the inner automorphism 6kE^f(G). Then G' = (TT, K; <p)=G*

= H*K* under the mapping given by (h, k)—>hk. For this reason we shall

write G = (TT, K;cj>) in what follows. Thus, in a semi-direct product, <pk is the

relativization of 6(e,kt to H. It is well known [9] that every automorphism of

TT can be extended to an inner automorphism of §(iT), so that we have

verified the obvious generalization that every element of <p(K) can be extended

to an element of Q(H, K; </>). Since 8t.h,k)(x, e) = (dupk(x), e) for every xEH,

O(h.k) relativizes to some <bk, if and only if 6hE<f>(K). Let us say that <p is ample

if d,(K)D^(IT) and define Bx = Bx(G) as the set of all (h, k) with 0A-i=<£*.
Note that if <j> is ample, then the mapping 71 on G = (H, K; <£) onto <P(K) given

by yi(h, k) =dk<pk is a homomorphism, and kern yi = .Bi(G).

Let Fx = Fx(H) be the set of all xEH for which <by(x) =x for every yEK.

Fx(H) is a subgroup of II. If(3) (p(K)EZi(H), then Fi AH, and the latter

normal inclusion is equivalent, in any case, to <b(K) C2I(TT; TT/S(Fi(TT), TT));

for if hEH, fEFi(H) and if yEK, then Fi(H) AH implies that <bv(hfh-1)
=<py(h)f<by(h-1)=hfh-\ or h-l<py(h)E&(Fi(H), H), and conversely. Now

(h, k)EZi(G) if and only if (h, k)(x, y)=(x, y)(h, k) for every (x, y)EG.

Equivalently, hcpk(x) = xd>y(h) and kEZi(K). Taking x=e, we find hEFi so

that <pk(x)=6h-*(x). Conversely, if hEFx, kEZx(K) and if (h, k)EBx, then

(h, k)EZx(G). We have proved that ZX(H, K; <p)=Bx(H, K; <b)C\(Fx(H)

(*) See §1 for notation.
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@Zi(K)). "By abuse of language," here Fi(H)@Zi(K) stands for the iso-

morphic group consisting of all (h, fc) with hEFi(H), kEZi(K).

Let 6 be the natural homomorphism of a group A onto 3(A) given by

6(a) =6a. Then for <p ample and G = (H, K; </>), 72 defined by y2(6ih,^) =9h(bk
is an onto mapping in Horn (3(G), 4>(K)) such that 71 = y2B and kern 72 =9(Bj),

where G = (H, K; <j>).

If G is the relative holomorph of a group K over a group H such that

K~)3(H), then 71 is onto K and has the form ji(h, k)=Bhk. In particular,

there exists a homomorphism 71 of §(//) onto 3l(//). Let 73 on G = (H, K; df)

into £(//) be given by y3(h, k) = (h, <pk). 73£Hom (G, (H, <f>(K); t)). But

there exists 7/£ Horn ((//, <p(K); t), <p(K)) which is onto <p(K), where

7i (h, 4>k)=9h<pk, as we saw just above, provided that <f> is ample. Clearly,

7i = 7i'73=720. In what follows, let it be understood that <j> is ample. Let 74

be the natural map on G onto K given by yi(h, fc) =fc. 74 induces an isomor-

phism: G/H=K. Then 75 =$74 is on G onto <p(K). ys=yjy3 where 74' is the

74 of (H, 4>(K); 1). Now both 71 and 75 are on G onto 4>(K). yi(h, fc) = Bhd>k, and

y&(h, fc) =d>k- Hence 71=75 if and only if iZ is abelian. Equivalently, 7/ =74'.

Let 7e be the natural map of <j>(K) onto d>(K)/3(H), where <f> is ample. Then

7e7i=7676. Let £6 = kern 75. B^HQt. It is easy to show that BiEBs,

BiEBi and Bi=Bs are equivalent conditions, and these, in turn, are equiva-

lent to H being abelian. The only case where 71=076 (or 75=0:71) with

a£2IW>(-K)) is that with a = i, whence H is abelian. BiT\B0^Zi(H) ®t so

that BiC\Ba=(e) if and only if G is a relative holomorph over a centerless

group H of an extension of the inner automorphism group of H. In particular,

if H is a complete group [9], then in §(//), Bi(~\Bh = (e).

The mapping 73 can be used to prove

Lemma 1. Let H and K0 be groups, and let 2fo be a subgroup of 2I(i/). Then

each extension of K0 by §l0 determines an extension of K0 by the relative holo-

morph of 2f 0 over H to a semi-direct product of H by the extension of K0.

Proof. Let K/Ka^%o. Define d> £ Horn(K, 2I„) by <j>(k)=<pk = ukKo"

where "fci£0" is that element of 2l0 which corresponds to kK0EK/K0 under

the given isomorphism. Let G = (H, K;<j>). Let f* be the set of all (e, fc)£G,

fc£kern d>. t*^K0. For 73 on G onto (H, <p(K); i) defined by y3(h, fc) = (h, <pk),

kern 73 = !*. Since <f>(K) = % and since t*=K0, there exists a group G0=G

such that K0 AG0, and G0/K0^(H, 2(0; t).

3. Further mappings on <p( K). Let W he a group, and let G = ( H, K;d>).

For a£Hom (H, W), /3£Hom (K, W), define a mapping 7 on G into W by

y(h, k)=a(h)fi(k). It is easy to verify that 7 £ Horn (G, W) if and only if

(1) fi(k)a(h) = a(d,k(h))fi(k)

ior every hEH and for every kEK. If such a pair of mappings a and fi obeys

(1), we write 7=«A/3£Hom (G,  W). Conversely, if 7£Hom (G,  W), if
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a(h)=y(h, e), r3(k)=y(e, k), then a £ Horn (TT, IF), /3GHom (K, W) and

y =«A/3 where a and /3 satisfy (1). Recall(3) that ?l(^4 ; A/B) is a subgroup of

21(4). We have

Theorem 1. Let G = (H, K; 4>), and suppose that aGHom (H, W) where

kern a is a characteristic subgroup of H, that /?£Hom (K, W) where aA/3

GHom (G, W), that <rE%(H) and that TE%(K;K/t). Then aer ApVGHom (G,
IF) if and only if o"G 3l(TY; TT/kern a) h-<£(#).

Proof. Since aA^GHom (G, IF), B(k)a(h)=a(<pk(b))P(k) for all &GTT
and for all kEK. For crGS(-rT), tG@(^), CHrApVGHom (G, IF) if and only
if t3r(k)aa(h) =aa(4>k(h))^T(k). Since a and r are automorphisms, in the first

of these identities we can replace k by r(k) and h by <r(A). Then ^r(k)aa(h)

= a(<pTlk)a(h))fjT(k). Thus acrApVGHom (G, IF) if and only if a<pT(ki(a(h))

= aa<pk(h) for every hEH and for every kEK. Equivalently, <br(k)a(h)

= a<pk(h) mod kern a. Uy hypothesis, <p,{k)=4>k, and a has an inverse o--1.

Then the condition that aaApVGHom (G, IF) reduces to <pko(h) =o<pk(h)

mod kern a. Since kern a is characteristic, this latter congruence is the same

as 4>t~1a~l<pka(h) =h mod kern a. Since kern a is characteristic, 3I(FT; TT/kern a)

A2t(TT) so that ?t(TY; TT/kern a)+<b(K) is defined. The theorem follows at

once.

Now let TF=2((TT). We saw above that yx = 6 A4> is in Horn (G, 31 (TT));

specifically, since <p is assumed to be ample, 7iGHom (G, (j>(K)). Write

P(k) =pY We omit the proof of

Theorem 2. Let G = (H, K; <j>) with ample <f>. For j3GHom (K, <p(K)), the

following are equivalent: (a) 0A/3GHom (G, <p(K)); (b) ^k=<pk mod (Xx(H)

{"}$(!£)) for every kEK; (c) for each kEK there exists ftEHom (TZ", Zi(TT))

with pk=<j>k + t;k.

Suppose that G = (TT, K; <f>) with ample </>. For aGHom (TT, <b(K)),

«A</>GHom (G, <t>(K)) if and only if <pkcxh = otj,k^<bk for every hEH and for

every kEK, where we write a(//) = a„. If aA<AGHom (G, <p(K)), then this

mapping is a homomorphism onto <p(K). If ^Gkern a, 4>k = ct4,k(h)4>k so that

<£*WGkern a, and kern a is </>*-admissible for every kEK. Corresponding to

Theorem 2 is

Theorem 3. Let G = (H, K; <j>). For aGHom (TT, <p(K)) any two of the

following imply the third: (a) aA</>GHom (G, <b(K)). (b) 4>(K)E%(H;
TT/kern a), (c) a(H) QZi(4>(K)).

Corollary, (a) For G = (H, K; <j>) with ample <p, <b(K) E"£i(H) if and only

if S(H)EZx(4>(K)). (b) S(H)EZx(<b(K)) implies that Fx AH.

We now examine modifications of 71. Let G=(H, K; <j>) with ample <b.

For <rG@(TT), tE®(K), 7=0<rA^GHom (G, <p(K)) if and only if

(2) *r(t)(«r(A)) <<rfo*(A)) mod Zi(TT)
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for every hEH and for every kEK. Suppose, now, that

7 = da A 4>r E Horn (G, <p(K)).

Then yp on kern y into G given by ip(h, k)=(a(h), r(fc)) for every (h, fc)

£ kern y is readily seen to be into Bi. Conversely, if (a(h), r(fc)) £ B\,

then (h, fc) £kern 7. This shows that if yp is extended to all of G, then ^(kern 7)

EBi, and that the complete inverse image in G of Bi under yp is kern 7.

Lemma 2. Let G = (H, K; <b) with <p ample, and let o-£@(i/), tE^(K)

generate ypE<S.(G) by yp(h, k) = (a(h), r(k)). Then 0<rA<£r£Hom (G, <p(K)).

Proof. Necessary and sufficient for yp to be an endomorphism when a and

t are endomorphisms is that yp(h<f>k(x), ky) =yp(h, k)yp(x, y) ior every h, xEH

and for every fc, yEK. The left side is (a(h)a<pk(x), r(ky)), while the right is

(o(h)4>T(k)0-(x), r(ky)). Hence yp is in S(G) if and only if

(3) 0-d>k  =   <f>Tik)<T

for every kEK. But this equality surely implies the congruence (2).

Lemma 3. (a) // a is an automorphism and if f is r-admissible, then

kern (Ba/\(pT)r\Bi = Bir\Ba. (b) If a is an automorphism then

(h, fc) £ kern (do- A 4>r) H B6

implies that hEZ2(H).

Lemma 4. Let G = (H, K;<p) with ample <p and let <r£2I(i/), tEW(K). For

7=0erA<7Ji"£Hom (G, <p(K)), (h, fc)£kern 7 implies that a(h)=a(d)k(h))

mod Zi(H) and that d>T(ki(cr(h))=<r(h) mod ZX(H).

It should be noted that the latter conclusion has the equivalent form

|0.fA), 4>r{k) J =i.

If H is abelian, then 0=i'. For r£@(X') one can readily verify that

7 ="A</>r£Hom (G, 0(2Q). Here ?(*, fc) =0r(«.
If $ is ample, and if <r£2l(i/), then 7„=0o-A<££Hom (G, <£(.£)) if and

only it (j>ka(h) =ad)k(h) mod Zi(H), from (2). Since Zi(H) is characteristic and

since Xi(H) A%(H), this latter congruence is equivalent to(3) o-£3Ti(i/)

-t-d>(K). (If, in Theorem 1, we take W=$(if), the same conclusion results.)

Let .B„ = kern y„. Now suppose that a, tEXi(H) -^-<p(K). Let ^ on 5<, onto Br

be defined by p.(h, fc) =(r-1<r(^), fc) for (h, fc)£-B„. One can show that p. will

be an isomorphism on B„ onto 5r if <pk[T~1a(h)]=T~la<pk(h) for every hEH

and for every fc£X. But this is equivalent^) to <r = r mod (H(<b(K), 2l(i/)).

Now o-^r mod Xi(H) ii the above congruence modulo S holds; for, <p(K)

D3(H) so that S(<K*0, U(H))E£(3(H), 2I(i/)) =£,(i/). Then a(h)^r(h)
mod Zi(II) for every hEH. From this it follows that 0„(ft)=0T(jo Ior every hEH.

Hence ya=da /\<p=Br /\<p=y,. We have proved
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Theorem 4. Let G = (H, K; <f>) with <p ample. If a, rG2l(TT) with o=t
mod &(<p(K), 8l(TT)) and with a, tE%i(H)+<I>(K), then 0<rA0 = 0rA<£.

Note that if aEXi(H), then 0<rA0=7i-

By (2), 7«=0A4><rGHom (G, <p(K)), where <rE%(K), if and only if

4>-a)(h)=<j)k(h) mod Zi(TT) for every /tGTT and for every kEK. That is,

(pk-icwE^H) is equivalent to 7wGHom (G, 0(TC)). Observe that if f is

a--admissible then a induces an automorphism on <b(K) by <pk—></>„(*).

Let K be abelian so that(3) oiE^i(K). If <b is ample, 3KTT) is consequently

abelian so that TT is of class 2. For aE&(H), (2) shows that 0<rA<£«GHom

if and only if qbk-ia(h) =a<j>k(h) mod ZX(H) for every hEH and for every

kEK. For any IF, it is easily seen that aGHom (TT, IF), kern a<p*-admissible

for every kEK,$EHorn (K, W) and aAAGHom (G, IF), where G = (TT, K;<j>)

and K is abelian, imply that aA/3wGHom (G, IF) if and only if each <pki

EK(H; TT/kern a).

Let TT be a group of class 2, and let fi be an abelian extension in 2l(TT) of

3(TT). Consider G = (H, fi; t), the relative holomorph of 51 over TT. For a

given integer(3) ra, ̂ A^nGHom (G, il) if and only if, by (1), K"dn(x) =0M)Kn(x)

for every x, hEH and for every nEfi- Upon expansion, this turns out to be

the equivalent of Kn(h)=-n(h) mod Zi(TT), or equally, k"=k mod Ji(TT) and

Kn-1G£i(TT). Since, however, fi is an abelian extension of the abelian group

3(H), $C£i(TT)=£(S(TT), SI(TT)). Hence

Lemma 5. Let H be a group of class 2, and let fi be an abelian extension in

31 (TT) of 3(TT). Then for each integer ra, 0A^nGHom ((TT, fi; i), $).

4. Some properties of the holomorph. The results of §3 apply to £>(TT)

since <p=i is ample. For aGHom (TT, IF), AGHom (?[(TT), IF), we have

aAAGHom (&(H), W) if and only if

(1) A(K)a(h) = a(K(h)) A(k)

for every hEH and for every kG31(TT). Take 1F=2I(TT) so that AG@(8l(TT)).
With the notation a(h)=aK, if aGHom (II, 3I(TT)), AG@(2I(TT)), */?era
aAAGHom ($(H), 3I(TT)) »wp/tes rtat A(0„)=au mod 6(a(TT), 3I(TT)) /or
enery wGTT. By Theorem 2, AAAGHom (§(TT), 31 (TT)) if and only if A(k)
= K mod £i(TT) for every kG2I(TT). T/AG<S(3I(iT)), {fen

A^AAGHom(§(TT),3I(TT)),

and BiCkern (A0AA). If AG2I(S((TT)) = 3P(TT), kern (A0AA) =BX.

Lemma 6. Let H be an abelian group. If 5GHom (TT, 3l(TT)) such that there

exists AG2P(TT) with ASAAGHom (§(TT), 31 (TT)), /few TT/kern S is abelian
with exponent g2.

Proof. Since ASAAG Horn ($, 31), (1) shows that
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A(n)A(8(h)) = A(«(k(A))A(k)

for every hEH and for every k£21(Z7). Hence k8ak_15,^-1) =>. Now H is

abelian so that we may choose(3) k = u. Then, for x£i/, wSawSa(x) =x, whence

bf?(x)=x, 5^ = i and h2 in kern S. In particular, the lemma holds if b/\i,

£Hom ($, SI).

Corollary. Le< H be an abelian group in which x2 = hEH always has a

solution. Then for §£Hom (H, 31(1/)) there exists A£3P(//) such that ASAA

£Hom (§(//), 21(1/)) if and only if o=i>. If 8 = v, any A£2l2(i/) may be
chosen.

Observe that if 8£Hom (//, 21(1/)) and if Ai, A2£g(2T(//)) where kern Ai

= kern A2 then AiSAAi£Hom (£(//), 2l(i/)) if and only if A28AA2 is in this
same Horn. In particular, if A£2P(1/), then ASAA£Hom (§, 21) if and only

if 5A'£Hom (§, 21); i.e., k5ak_1 = 5,w for every k£21(//). For instance,

0At£Hom (§, 21). // 8 £ Horn (//, 21 (//)), if ///kern 8 « a&e/iaw awd */
SAt£Hom (£(//), 3I(//)), *Aen 5(H)EXi(H).

Theorem 5. //0A0»„£Hom (£(//), 2I(//)) /or enery &£//, /Ae» His of
class 3.

Proof. Here $eh means that element of 3P(//) which maps /c£2I(i/) onto

OhnBh-i. By the remark after the italicized statement following (1), Bf\Beh

£Hom (£>, 21) if and only if BhKBh~y = K mod £i(//); equivalently, 0A££i(//)

-4-21(1/). But 6hKBh-yK-1(x) = [hK(h-1)]x[hK(h-1)]-1=x mod Zi(i/) so that

hK(h~l) EZi(H) + H = Z2(H). Thus every 0A09„£Hom (£, 21) if and only if(3)

2I(//) =£j(fl). ThenBx(h)=h mod Z2(i/) for every x, /i£Z7. It follows that(3)

H'EZ2(H) so that 1/ is of class 3.

We have also proved that 0A0«A£Hom (f>, 21) implies that hEZ3(H).

Theorem 2 shows that 0A0x£Hom (§, 21), where X£2I(Z/), if and only if
\££i(/7)-H 21(H). Since this commutator quotient is included in &2(H) [4],

0A0x£Hom (£, 21) implies that X££2(l/). If // is of class 2, then 2l(/7)

= X2(H) so that 0A0»4£Hom (§, 21) for every hEH. It is easy to show that

if all 0A0«*£Hom (§, 21), then f\ kern (0A0»») is the set of all (x, 0^-1) where

xEZ2(H). Hence if H is of class 2 this intersection of kernels reduces to Bi.

Likewise, 0A<-£Hom (Q, 21) as we saw above, and kern (0AO =Bi. Suppose

that a is an isomorphism of H into 2I(iZ) for which «At£Hom (£>, 21). It is

easy to show that a =6 so that H is centerless. In the general case, if

a£Hom (H, %(H)) and if «Ai£Hom ($, 2T), then <x(Zi(H))E&i(H)

C\%(H;H/kern a). If His abelian and if aAvEHorn (g>, 21), then///kern a is

abelian with exponent ^2. For, given any group H, «A'/£Hom (§, 21) if

and only if, from (1), K(h)=h mod kern a for every A£Z/ and for every

k£21(//). If His abelian, take k = u. Even if His not abelian, we can choose

K=0X and allow x to run over all of H. Then i/'Ckern a so that a/\v
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GHom (i£>, 31) implies that H/kern a is abelian.

It is also valid that if SGHom (TT, 31(H)) and if SAi and SA" are both in

Horn ($(H), 31(H)), then b(H)EZx(%(H)), (Cf. the italicized statement just

before Theorem 5.) If H has no outer automorphisms, (say, if it is complete

[9]), then aAAGHom (§(H), 31(H)) if and only if H/kern a is abelian. If H

is abelian, if aGHom (H, 31(H)), if AG@(2I(H)), if H/kern a has exponent 2

and if aAAGHom ($, 31), then A(w)GS(a(H), 31(H)). For, from (1) with

k=03, A(w)aA=aA-iA(co). Since H/kern a has exponent 2, (a/i)2 = i so that

ah=ah-i. Hence A(w) G®.

Now aA0xGHom (&, 31) if and only if

(2) \idc~1ah = a,(A)X/c\_1

for every *G 31(H). Equivalently, replacing k by X-1kX, we have

(3) KOth  =   ax-'«>(A)K.

Replacing k by <xh-i, [X-1a/,-iX(ft) ]ft_1Gkern a. In (3) take k=X and

ftGkern a. Then X(ft)Gkern a so that kern a is X-admissible. Hence an-i\(h)

=\(h) mod kern a. Thus, replacing h by /j-1, we have an\(h) = X(ft) mod kern

a. In (2), replace k by 0/, and reduce. Combining, we have

(4) ah\(h) = X(ft) mod (Zx(H) H kern a)

for every hEH and for every a and X such that aA0\GHom (§, 31).

In (2), take k=X to obtain Xa*=ax(wX- In (2), replace k by a/,. Then, by

the preceding formula, \ahh~1ah=a\yt)h on the left of (2). On the right of (2),

aa^hiXaik-1 =a„h(h)x^, by (3). Thus aA0\GHom (§, 31) implies that

(5) X(ft)ft = ah(h)\(h) mod kern a.

Lemma 7. (a) If aGHom (H, 21(H)) and if a At GHom (§(H), 21(H)),
{few cth(h)=h mod (Zi(TT)P\kern a) /or ez>ery hEH. (b) If hEH has the prop-

erty that every conjugate of h lies in the centralizer of h and if there exist

aGHom (H, 31(H)) and uEH with aA0o„GHom (£>, 21), then

ah(h) = ft mod kern a.

Proof, (a) Since aAtGHom (£, 21), let X = i in (4). (b) In (5) take X=0U.

Then uhu~xh=-a.h(ih)uhu~l mod kern a. But (uhu~1)h = h(uhu~1), whence the

conclusion is immediate.

We can obtain some direct information about the first few members of

the ascending central series of §(H), the center consisting, for instance, of all

(ft, i) where ftGFi(H). For (ft, a)EZ2($(H)), i)(h)=h mod FX(H) for every

tjG2I(H). From this, one can show that £>(H) is of class 2 if and only if

21(H) = 2I(H; H/Fx(H)). In general, (ft, a)EZ2(§(H)) if and only if (a) Tj(ft)

= ft mod  Fx(H) for every tjG21(H),  (b) aGZi(2I(H)) and  (c) 0„aG3I(H;
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H/Fi(H)). By induction, (h, a)£Zn(§(TZ)) implies that a £ Z„_i (31 (ZT)). One

can readily show that if &(H) is of class 3 then a(h')=h' mod Fi(H) for every

a£2I(/i) and for every(8) h'EH'.

5. Inclusion products. For (h, fc)£G = (l/, K; d>), let yt(h, k)=(Bh, </>*)

EQ= (3(H), <p(K); 0). 77 is a homomorphism with kernel BiC^B^Z^H) @t.

Let 78(0*, <pk)=Bhd>k (if 0 is ample). 78 is likewise a homomorphism, and

kern 7s = 77(Z*i) with 71=7877. Consider a pair of groups H and K where

H AK. Then one can always form the semi-direct product (//, K; 0) which

we shall abbreviate by [H AK]. We shall call this an inclusion product of the

first kind. If (b is ample, Q above is such a product. Another is (//, //; 0), the

central square of //. Denote this square by [H AH], an extension of H by H

for which Zi[HAH]^Bir\Ba^[Zi(H) AZX(//)]. For K of class 2 and for

fixed integers m and w, the mapping 8 given by o(h, fc) =0Am*» lies in

Horn ([//AX], 3(X)).

For a and fi £ 21 (ZC), a routine argument shows that Ba ABfi £ Horn ([// AZC ],

3(ZC)) if and only if a(k)=fi(k) mod (Zi(K)+a(H)) ior every fc£X. In

particular, 0aA0|3£Hom ([HAH], 3(H)) if and only if a=fi mod X2(H).

Hence if X is of class 2, 0«A0|8£Hom ([ZTA.fi:], 3(H)) for every a and

/3£2I(ZC); and if ZT is of class 2, 0aA0/?£Hom ([ZTAZT], 3(H)) for every
a, ;8£3l(Z/). In any event, for a, j3£Hom (K, 3(H)), aAfiErlom ([H AK],

3(H)) if and only if a(k)=fi(k) mod &(a(H), 3(H)).
Ii L is a subgroup of K and if H AK, then LC\H AL. At once we have, by

a simple induction, that Z„[// AZC] = [Z„(ZC)niZ AZ„(ZC) ].

If LAHAK, LAK, then [ZTAZC] maps onto [(H/L) A(K/L)] via the
obvious homorphism with a kernel which is isomorphic to the central square

of L. We may take [L AL] as a normal subgroup of [II AK]. Let 'JSl(L) be

the set of all (x, x-1)£[ZTAZC] where x£Z. 3fl(L) is readily seen to be a

normal subgroup of [H AK]. In fact, 0(/,,*i(x, x_1) = (fcxfc-1, fcx_1fc-1) where

x£Z, hEH, kEK. Recall [9] that [H, K] is the mutual commutator group

of H and K. If H AK, then [H, K] AH, K. 2)7(1/) ABi. We have

Lemma 8. <M[H, K] A[HAK]'.

Proof. Observe that [(h~l, h), (x, k)] = ([k, h], [h, fc]). On the right is a

typical generator of W[H, K] where hEH, kEK. On the left is an element

of [H AK]' (where x may be chosen at will in H).

A trivial argument shows that [H AK] A[L AM] if and only if H AM,

HAK AM, HAL AM and [L, K]EH
Suppose that H~)K. An inclusion product of the second kind is given bv

(H, K; 0) and is denoted by [H~)K]. [ZOZT] = [HAH]. The 0 of a product
of the first kind is always ample, but this is not generally true for a product

of the second kind. If H is of class 2 and if m and n are integers, one can

verify that the mapping 8 given by 8(h, fc) =0w»i» lies in Horn ([ZOZC], 3(H))

as before for inclusion products of the first kind. If a£S(//), /3£Hom (K, II)
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where KEH, then 0aA0p"GHom ([H~)K], 3(H)) if and only if (cf. above)

a(k)=0(k) mod (Zi(H)H-a(H)) for every kEK. If aG2I(H), then the con-

gruence reduces to a(k)=(3(k) mod Z2(H). By direct verification, one can

show that [HDK] A [TO AT] if and only if KEH AL and K AMEL.

Lemma 9. If K AH, then a necessary and sufficient condition that the map-

ping y: (ft, k)—->(&, ft) be an isomorphism on [H~)K] onto [if AH] is that

KEZi(H). Then these inclusion products are both isomorphic to H®K.

By A( + )nB we shall mean (A(-7-)n~1B) +B where the symbol (h-)"_1 is

already defined, and A( + )1B =A+B. A( + )°B shall mean A.

Theorem 6. If HDK, then Zn [HDK] is the set of all (ft, k), hEH, kEK,
where hE&(K, H)(^Y~lK and where hkEZn(H).

Proof, (h, k)EZi[H~)K] if and only if (ft, k)(x, y) =(x, y)(h, k) for every

(x, y)E [H~)K]. Equivalently, hkxk-1 = xyhy-1 and ky=yk. Taking x=e, we

see that hE&(K, H) and thathkxk~1=xh, or (hk)x=x(hk), so that hkEZx(H).

Conversely, if hkEZx(H) and if hE&(K, H), then (hk)xk~1=xk~l(hk)
= xhkrxk=xh, while xyhy~l=xhyy~l = xh. Moreover, hE&(K, H) and

hkEZi(H) imply kEZx(K) so that ky=yk. This establishes the theorem for

the case ra = 1.

Now suppose that the theorem holds for the case ra. (ft, k)EZn+x if and

only if each [(ft, k), (x, y)]EZn- But this commutator reduces to ([hk, xy]

■ [y, ft], [ft, y))- The assumption h'k'EZn(H) leads to the equivalence of

h'E&(K, H)( + )*~lK and of k'E&(K, H)( + y~'K, as a short separate argu-

ment shows. Consequently, the induction assumption (ft, ft)GZ„+1 implies

that [hk, xy][y, ft][ft, y]= [hk, xy]EZn(H) and that both [hk, xy][y, k] and
[ft, y]GE(-rv, H)(-t-)n~1K. Since xy ranges over all of H, hkEZn+x(H). Since

y ranges over all of K, kE(&(K, 'h)( + )"~1K) 4-K = &(K, H)( + )»K. Hence

hE&(K, H)(-z-)"K, and the theorem is established.

If L AH, LEK, [HDK] maps homomorphically onto [(H/L)Z)(K/L)]
with kernel [L~)L], so that the latter is a normal subgroup of [H~)K]. We

can define W*(L) as the set of all (x, x_1), xEL, in the inclusion product of

the second kind [H~)K] where LEK. Suppose, further, that L AH. Then

W*(L) A[HDK].
There exists an onto mapping XiGHom ([H AK], K) given by Xi(ft, k)

= hk. kern Xi = 9Qc(H). There exists X2GHom ([H^)K], H), an onto mapping,

given by X2(ft, ft) =ftft. kern \2 = <m*(K), so that Wl*(K) A[H~)K] even if K

is not normal in H.

Theorem 7. To each 0GHom (K, 21(H)) there exists an extension W of H

with a normal subgroup H0 anti-isomorphic to H such that W/H=W/H0

^(H,K;<p).

Proof. Let W= [H* A(H, K; </>)]. Let TT0 be the set of all ((ft, e), (hr1, e))
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£ IF where hEH. That is, ZTo = 9W(ZT*) AW, where we recall that H* is the

set of all (h, e). Since ((h, e), (hr\ e))((t, e), (tr\ e)) = ((th, e), (h~H~\ e)), H

and ZT0 are anti-isomorphic. By the remarks above on Xi, W/3Jl(H*) is iso-

morphic to (H, K; <p). But W/H** (written, "by abuse of language," as

IF///) is also isomorphic to (//, K;<p). In particular, each endomorphism of

31(11) leads to such an extension.

6. Extensions from3l(//) to 3(G). We saw above in §2 that each element

of <p(K) can be extended to an element of 3(G). Suppose that g = (a, u),

aEH,uEK. Forx£ZT, (x, e)a = (8a4>u(x),e), so that those automorphisms of H

which extend to inner automorphisms of G are precisely the elements of

3(H)<p(K). In particular, each element of 3(H) extends to an element of

3(G). BaE3(H) extends to BgE3(G) for all gEG such that g = (b, u), &£//,

uEK, with <bu=Bb-a- It, lor instance, <b(K) =3(1/), then to each pair aEH,

uEK, there exists bEH such that 0(6,„) extends from Ba. More generally, if <p

is ample, then a£3l(ZZ) extends to some element of 3(G) if and only if

aE4>(K). Since 0(a,U)(x, e) = (Ba<pu(x), e), B(a.u) induces an element of 3(H) if

and only if 0„£3(LI). But d>-l(3(IT)) AK since d> ample implies 3(H) Acp(K),
whence it is easy to see that the set of all elements of 3(G), each of which

induces an element of 3(H), is a normal subgroup of 3(G).

0(o,M) and 0(6,„) induce the same automorphism of H if and only if (puv'1

= Ba~h, so that 0(a,e) and 0 c&,e) generate the same element of 21(H) if and only if

a = b mod Zi(IT), while B^.v.) and 0(«,,„) generate the same element of 21 (ZI)

if and only if u = v mod t. There exist mappings Si £ Horn (H, 3(G)) and

S2£Hom (K, 3(G)) given by h(a) =0(„..), 52(w) =0(e,u). kern h = Zi(H)r\Fi(H)

and kern 82 = Zi(ZC)f>\f. For a subgroup U of G, let 3(U, G) be that sub-

group of 3(G) consisting of all 0„, uEU.

Theorem 8. Let G = (H, K; d>). (a) There exists 0(1'£Hom (3(K*, G),

2l(3(ZT*, G))) with kern (£<» consisting of all Bw.k) where c/>A£2I(Z/; Z//(Zi(ZT)

r\Fi(H))). (b) There exists a homomorphism ypi on G onto the semi-direct product

Gi = (3(H*, G), 3(K*, G); <£<»), and kern yPi^(Zx(H)r\Fi(II)) ®(Zi(K)CM).

Proof, (a) Let^W(0(e,«) =ak, that automorphism of 3(H*, G)^II/(Zi(H)

r\Fi(H)) which is induced by <f>k-ak exists since both Zi(lZ) and Fi(H) are

#,fc-and (^-'-admissible. If fc = fc' mod (Zi(K)C\t), then d>k=<pk>, and ak=ak>,

whence <pm is single-valued. It is immediate that <pm is a homomorphism.

kern 0<1J consists of all 8(e,k) ior which d>k(h)=h mod (Zi(H)r\Fi(H)). (b) De-

fine ypi by ypi(h, fc) = (5i(h), 52(k))EGi-ypi is onto Gi, and kern ypi is the set of

all (h, fc) where A£kern Sx and fc£kern S2. If A,£kern Si, fc,£kern S2, (* = 1,2),

then (hi, h)(h2, k2) = (hih2, fcifc2) so that kern l/^kern SiSkern 52. If gi

= (h, k),g2(x, y)EG, thenypi(gig2) =ypi(kpk(x), ky) = (5i(h)5i(<pk(x)), 82(k)82(y)).

Since </>(1)52(fc)(51(x)) = akB(x,t) = BWz),e) = d1(<pk(x)), it follows that ypi(gig2)

=^'i(gi)'/'i(g2) so that ypi is a homomorphism.

Corollary. If <j> is ample, then kern ypi = Zx(G), and Gi^3(G).
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Proof. <f> ample implies that 3(H)E<t>(K) so that Zx(H)DFx(H). (ft, ft)

Gkern ft if and only if hEZx(H)r\Fx(H)=Fx(H) and kEZx(K)C\i. If (ft, ft)
Gkern ft, ftGf and <pk = i, while hEFi(H)C\Zx(H) implies that 0ir1 = i. By
our earlier determination, (ft, ft)GZi(G). Conversely, if (ft, ft)G^i(G),

hEFi(H)=Zx(H)C\Fx(H), and kEZx(K) with 0/Tl=<jS*. Since 0 is ample,
Fx(H)EZx(H), whence 0A-' = i. Therefore </>* = i, and ftGf, Zi(TC)fU

Lemma 10. T/</> w ample, then 4>m is ample.

We shall use this lemma later in determining the ascending central series

of semi-direct products with ample homomorphisms.

Suppose that Zx(H)EFi(H), and that </>(Zi(F:))C£i(H). (For instance,

if <p is ample, (p(Zx(K)) E^i(H).) Then, as in Theorem 8, we can show that

there exists </>(I> G Hom(3(A'), 2l(H/F1(TT))) given by <t>^K)(hFx(H))

= <pk(h)Fx(H), and there exists a homomorphism fti) on (H, K; <f>) onto

(H/Fx(H), J(K); 0(1>) given by ft0(ft, k)=(hFx(H), kZt(K)), and kern ft1}
^Fi(H)eZi(AT).

7. Extensions from 2((TC) to 3(G).

Lemma 11. 3(K) is precisely that subset of 3l(if), the elements of which can

be extended to elements of each 3(H, K; <j>).

If t = K, then 3(K) can be injected into 3(G). A related result is

Theorem 9. Let II be a group for which the ascending central series breaks

off with Zx(H). If(p(K)=3(H), then 3(K) can be injected into 3(H, K; <j>).

Proof. The mapping 7:0„—*0(e,,o is single valued if and only if Zx(K)Et-

If 7 is single valued, it is clearly in Horn (3(K), 3(G)). 0(,,„) =i if and only if

</>„=t where uEZx(K), so that, if y is single valued, it is an isomorphism.

Now suppose that <t>(K) = 3(H). Then 3(IT)E<P(K) implies that each <pk with

kEZx(K) is a normal automorphism. Since <b(K)E3(H), to each kEZx(K)

there exists ftGH with 4>k=dh. For xEH, (pk(x) =hxh~lxz, zEZx(H). Thus

hEZ2(H). Since, however, Z2(II)=Z1(II), <pk(x)=x so that Z,(iT)Cf, and y

is the required injection.

Corollary. If Zx(K)Et, then the image of 3(K) in 3(H K; </>) under

the above injection y is a normal subgroup of 3(H, K; <p) if and only if <t>(K)

C2I(H;H/(Fi(H)nZ1(H))).

In particular, note that 3(K) can be injected into 3[HAK] and if

Zx(K)EZx(H), also into 3[HDTf]. The image under injection is a normal

subgroup of 3[IIAK] if and only if HEZ2(K); of 3[H~)K] if and only if

KEZ2(H) (where Zx(K)EZx(H)).
8. Pair extensions. An automorphism Y of G = (H, K; <p) is called a

pair extension of a and of 8 over G if T induces an automorphism a on H and

an automorphism B on K. Then Y(h, k)=Y(h, e)Y(e, k)=(a(h), e)(e, B(k))
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= (a(h),fi(k)). (Cf. Lemma 2.) Write T=Ta,a= (a, fi). Let 9 = 9(G) be the set

of all pair extensions over G.

Lemma 12. Qis a group under automorphism composition; and for a£2l(Z/),

j3£2I(ZO, (a, fi)E<3 if and only if

(1) Ctd>k = d>IH.k)CL

for every kEK.

Lemma 13. (a) (a, i)£9 if and only if aE&(4>(K), %(H)). (b) (t, /3)£g ij

and only ifl8£2I(ZC; K/t). (c) If (a, j3)£g, then aE&(<p(K), 2t(ZT)) if and only
if pe%(K; K/t).

If G=[HAH], then &(<p(K), 2I(Z/)) becomes S(3(ZT), 31 (H))= Zi(//).
while 3f(ZC; K/t) reduces to 3l(Z/; H/Zi(IT)), a group which is also equal to

Xi(H). Hence, by (c), if (a, fi)EQ[H AH], a is normal if and only if fi is nor-
mal, while a and fi normal imply (a, fi) £9 [H AZT]. It is easy to see that (a, fi)

££i[Z/A//] if a, fiEZi(H). Thus if a££i(Z/), (a, a)EXi[HAH] so that
Xi(H) nontrivial implies that Xi [HAH] is nontrivial. In particular, if H is of

class 2, if (a, /3)£g[l/A//] and if one of a or fi is inner, then the other is

normal.

Lemma 14. If G = (H, K;<b), then 3(G)Hg(G) consists of all B(h,k) such that

hEFi(H), so that 3(G)ng(G)^(Fi(Z/)8ZC)/Zi(G). If 0(A.t)£g(G), then
B(h,k) = (Bh<j>k, 0*)-

By Lemma 13a, each (Bh, i)EQ(H, K; <p) if and only if 3(H)E&(4>(K),
31 (H)), or equivalently <p(K)EXi(H). If (0h, fi)EQ under these conditions,

then (i, /3)£g. Likewise (0O, /3)£g with aEFi(H) implies (t, fi)E$- For then,

4>kBa=Ba<pk whence 0a£S(</>(ZC), 2l(ZT)) so that Lemmas 13 c, b are applicable.

6(a,k) induces inner automorphisms on both H and K if and only if aEFi(H)

and kEcb~l(3(H))-

Theorem 10. For a group H of class 2 and for </>£Hom (K, 3(H)), let n

be the set of all (8h, fi) £g(ZT, K; <j>). Then n Ag(H, K; </>), and n^3(H) 8 2I(ZC;
K/t).

Proof. Since H is of class 2, 3(H)EZi(H). Since (p(K)E3(H), the re-

marks before the theorem show that (6h, fi) £g implies that (1, fi) £g, so that,

by Lemma 13b, J6,£2t(ZC; K/t). Conversely, suppose that fiE%(K; K/t). If

hEH, 8hd>k=4>kBh ior every kEK, since <j>(K)E%i(H). But fi(k)=k mod t so

that 6h(pk=4>m)8h- By (1) (of this section), (Bh, fi)E<3- Ii we define it as above,

we have proved that n^3(H) © 2l(ZC; K/t). To show that n Ag, suppose that

(7. S) £g where 7£3t(11), 5£2I(ZC). Then, for (0A,/?)£n, (Bh, fi)*-» = (yBhy~\
Sfib-i). Since 3(H) An(H), 7^7~I£3(Z/). For y£ZC, 5/3S-'(y) =5[5-'(y)fc]
where fc£f. By (1), yd>k=d>s<k)y. Hence fc£f implies that y=cpS(k)y so that

S(fc)£f, whence 5;35-1£2I(Z:; K/t), and we have proved that 11 Ag.
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If one could find a class 2 group H without outer automorphisms (the

existence of such is an open question) g(H, K; <f>) would be isomorphic to rt

and therefore to 3(H) ©SI(if; K/t). In particular, for such an H, g[HAH]

S3(fl) ©£i(H).

Theorem 11. If G = (H, if; </>), then the set of all pair extensions of the form

(a, t) where a is a normal automorphism of H which induces the identity on

H/Fi(H), and of all pair extensions of the form (t, B) where B is a normal auto-

morphism of K, generates the group of pair extensions which are also normal

automorphisms of G.

Proof, (a, /3)Ggn£i if and only if aft,=ft(K)a for every yEK and

(a, B)(h, k)=(hr, ks) where rEFi(H), sEZx(K) and 0r=ft-i. Hence, if

(a, j3)Gg^£i, (a, B)(h, e) = (hr, e) where 0r = i, (i.e, rEZi(H)). Then

(a, j8)(ft, k)=(hr, ks) implies sEt. Since aft=ft(l,)a, where <t>prv) =</>„, a

GG(ftif), 21(H)) so that, by Lemma 13a, (a, i)Gg. It follows that (i, j8)Gg.
Now (a, OGJiHg if and only if (a, t)Gg and a(h)=hr where rEFi(H)

HZi(H); and (i, ^GJiHg if and only if (i, /3)Gg and B(k)=ks where

5GZi(if)<^f- H (a, j8)Ggn£i, we saw above that rEPi(H)r\Zi(H). Hence

(a, i)Gg^£i- At once, (t, /3)GgnSi so that aGS(ftTf), 2l(H))n2I(H;
H/(Fx(H)nZx(H))) and so that /3G2l(if; K/(Zx(K)(~\i)). Conversely, if a

and B are in these sets of automorphisms, respectively, then both (a, t) and

(i, B)ETx(~\S so that (a, jSjeSiHg.
Let Tf* be that subgroup of a group Tf which is generated by all x~la(x)

where a ranges over all of 2l(Tf) and x ranges over all of Tf. Tf'CTf*, and if

Tf is abelian, x2GTf* for every xEK. We might call Tf* the generalized de-

rived subgroup of Tf.

Theorem 12. g(H, Tf; </>)^3I(H) ffi3l(if) (in the natural way) if and only

if Oif* and 4>(K)EZx(%(H)).

If aG 21(H), there is one and only one pair extension of a with a as the

first component of the pair over £>(H). Unless, therefore, AG3(3l(H)), there

is no pair extension of AG212(H) with A as second component over §(H). If

A =0aG3(3f(H)), then each (a', A)Gg(H, if; <p) where a'=a mod Zi(3I(H)).

Note that (a, 6a) =0c«,o) on £>(H). Since each (a', 0„) above can be written

(a', 0„-), g(§(H)) consists of all (a, 9a) =6(.,a).

3(Fi(H), H)E£(<t>(K), 21(H)) since cpk6h(x)=h<pk(x)h-1 if hEFi(H). If <f>

is ample there is a homomorphism 79 on Fx(H)®K onto <b(K) given by

7»(ft, ft) =6h<bk for every ftGFi(H) and for every ftGif, where 71 restricted to

the same domain of definition is 79. If kern ya = Ba, ZX(H, if; <f>)EB9EBx for

ample ft
We should note carefully the following: by Lemma 14, 0(1,*) is a pair ex-

tension, namely (0Aft, dk), if and only if hEFx(H). But each product d,4>k
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can be extended, by §6, to the inner automorphism d^.k) oi (H, K;cb). What

8(h,k) does not do, in general, is to induce an inner automorphism on K, unless

h-EFi(H), so that B(h,k) is always an extension of an automorphism of H, even

though it is only exceptionally a pair extension.

Since X1(H) = (Z(3(H),K(H)), 3(H) Emi(H),K(H)) = &(i) (3(H),K(H)).
Let 3 £ S3 C S(2) (3) where 93 is a group of automorphisms which we

shall call an ample group of automorphisms; and form !q(H; 53), the relative

holomorph [9] of 93 over H. Let Fi(H) he computed for the semi-direct

product $(H; 93). Note that Fi(H)EZi(H), so that Horn (93, Fi(H)) is a

group under homomorphism addition. There exists a 9 £ Horn (31(1/;

H/Fi(H)), 2I(Hom (93, Fi(ZT))) given by ®:y->&y where 67r=7r for every

7£2I(Z/; H/Fi(H)) and for every r£Hom (93, Fi(H)). We can show that the

group of normal automorphisms of &(H; 93) has a faithful representation as

a splitting extension of an abelian group by a group of normal automorphisms

of H. We have

Theorem 13. Let 93 be an ample group of automorphisms of a group H. If

Fi(H) is computed for the relative holomorph of 93 over H, then the normal auto-

morphism group of this relative holomorph is isomorphic to

(Horn (93, Fi(H)), 3l(A7; H/Fi(H)); 0)

where ®yY =yY for every 7£ 31(11; H/Fi(H)) and for every

V E Horn (93, Fi(Z7)).

Proof. For *££i($(Z/; 93)) and for (x, fi)E$(H; »)=$, *(x, fi)

= ^(x, i)-*(e, fi). Now Zi(§) is the set of all (y~\ 0„) where y£Fi(Z/) and

where 0„£Zi(93). Since 93D3(Z1), Fi(ZZ)£Zi(ZT) so that Zx(§) is the set of
all (/, i) where/£Fi(H). Hence ^k(x, t) = (x/(x), i)=(7(x), i) where/(x)

EFi(H), and *(e, fi)=(T(fi), fi) where T(fi)EFi(H). It is easy to show that
7£3I(ZT; H/Fi(H)) and that r£Hom (93, Fi(H)). It is clear that the semi-
direct product (P = (Hom (93, Fi(H)), %(H; II/Fi(H)); 0) exists. Let Q(¥)

= (r, 7) £(P. One can verify that 12 is a homomorphism with trivial kernel. It

remains to show that Q, is onto. For r£Hom (93, Zi(ZT)) construct SE'i by

*"i(x, fi) = (xT(fi), fi). A routine check which uses the fact that Fi(ZT) £Z1(H)

shows that ^i is an automorphism. Since (fi-r(x-1), fi~l)^i(x, fi) = (T(fi), t)

£Zi(£), Vi is normal. Likewise, if 7£2l(//; H/FX(H)), construct ^2 by

*2(x,fi) = (y(x), fi). Then ¥2(xi/3i(x2), fixfi2) = (y(xi)yfii(x2), fixfi2). Since, how-

ever, 93Ce(2)(3)=e(1>(£(1)(3)), and since yE^(H; H/Fi(H))E%i(H)

= S<1)(3), 7i8i=j8i7 so that (y(xi)yfii(x2), fiifi2)=Vi(xi, ft) ¥,(*,, fi2), and *2
is a homomorphism. That ^2 is onto with a trivial kernel is immediate, and

the fact (fi-^x-1), fi-')(y(x), fi) = (fi~1(x~1y(x)), 1) with x~1y(x)EFi(H) shows

that ^2 is normal. It is clear that Q^i^a) = (r, 7), so that fl is onto (P, and

the theorem is established.
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Let 525(H) = SI(H; Zi(H))r\Zi(H), the set of all normal automorphisms

of H which reduce to the identity on the center, the abelian group of centrally

normal automorphisms of H. Let 58(H) =£>(H; 5ffi(H)), the centrally normal

holomorph of H.

Corollary. Let II be of class 2. Then the group of centrally normal auto-

morphisms of the centrally normal holomorph of H splits into a direct sum of a

group of automorphisms which extend the identity on H, isomorphic to the group

of homomorphisms of the group of centrally normal automorphisms of H into

the center of H, and of a group of inner automorphisms which are pair extensions

over the centrally normal holomorph of H, isomorphic to the group of centrally

normal automorphisms of H.

Proof. Since H is of class 2, 5ffi(H)D3(H). If we identify 5J8(H) with the
58 of the theorem (ignoring the upper bound given there for 58) and if we

compute Fi(TT) for §(H; 58), we find that Zx(§) is the set of all (/, i)JEFi(H).

Since 58C3I(H; Zi(H)), Fi(H)~)Zi(H) so that Zx(§) = Z1(58(H)) is the set
of all (/, i)JEZi(H). If ^G2B(58(H)), *(x, i) = (y(x), i), as in the proof of
the theorem, whence x~1y(x)EZi(H). Since *G3l(5B(H); Zi(58(H))), one

can show that 7G3I(H; Zi(H))C\Zi(H) =5!B(TT). Likewise *(e, 8) = (Y(8), 8)
where TGHom (58, Zi(TT)). Let (P = Hom (5JB(H), Zi(H)) ©5E8(H), and set
fi^) = (Y, y)E<P- That £2 is an isomorphism into is immediate. If (r, 7)G<P,

let ^ be defined by V(x, B) = (y(x)Y(B), 8). It is clear that ^ is an auto-

morphism of 58(H) and that Q(^) = (Y,y), so that Q is onto (P. Observe that

7 is the mapping of H induced by >?. For 7G5S5(H), define A by A(x, 8)

= (y(x), 8). Then(3) 12(A) = (v, y) so that A is that pair extension over 58(H)

which induces y on H and i on 58 and which lies in 5JB(58(H)). For

rGHom(5JB(JfT),Z1(TT)),

define ^ by V(x, 8) = (xY(8), 8), so that * is a member of 5E3(S5(H)) which

induces the identity on H. Note that H of class 2 implies that 58(H) is of

class 2 since (x, /3)(»'a) = (ya(x)B(y~l), 8)=(yz, 8) where zGZi(H) for (x, 8),

(y, a)G5B(H). Hence the inner automorphisms of 5B(H) lie in 2B(5B(H)),

and S2(0(„,O)) = (r, 7) where T(B) =y8(y~1) and y=6ya. It follows that 12(0(«,T))

= (v, 7). The group of pair extension automorphisms over the centrally nor-

mal holomorph of H which occurs in the corollary is now seen to be a group of

inner automorphisms.

9. The ascending central series. Returning to the situation of Theorem 8,

we recall the existence of ft^GHom (Ku %(Hi)), where if! = if/(Zi(Tf)Pif)

and Hi = H/(Zx(H)C\Fx(H)), such that k* =k(Zx(K)C\t) implies <pk*^(h(Zx(H)
C\Fi(H))) =<pk(h)(Zi(H)(~\Fi(H)) for every hEH and for every ftGTf. Let

fu = kern ftl>, and let ff, be all (e, ft) where ftGfn- Define ff by (ft"1(ff,))nTf*
where ft is the homomorphism on G = (H, K; <j>) onto Gi = (Hi, Kx; ft1') which

was described in Theorem 8. We follow the practice that if UEH (respec-
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tively if) then U* is the set of all (u, e) (respectively (e, «)). Then fi is defined

as the set of all ftGif such that (e, ft)Gi*- If ftGf = kern ft ft (ft) =ft for every

hEH so that fCfc. Also fi Aif. Let [Fi(H)]* = H*r\fT1[Fl(Hl)]*. "By abuse
of language," we make such identifications as of Hi with its isomorphic image

3(H*, G). h(Zx(H)r\Fx(H))EFi(Hi) if and only if

<pk(h) m ft mod (Zi(iT) n Fi(H))

for every hEH Hence if ftGFi(H), then hEF2(H) so that Fi(H)CF2(H).
From Gi, we can, by the same process which yielded Gi=ft(G), construct

G2 = (H2, K2; ft2>) where there exists a homomorphism ft2 on Gi such that

ft2(Gi) =G2. Then ft =ft2ft carries G onto G2 homomorphically. Let kern ft2)

= f2i, and let f| = if*nft_1(f*) where ff2 is the set of all  (e, k)EGx with

ftGfi2.   Since  iffnftM) = &D&,   f'^A^nft-^t*) =x*nft->ft-21(ff2)
= if*nft-1(f*2)3if*nft-I(f*)=ff, so that fiCi2. Continuing in this way, we

can construct a sequence of groups {Gn} = {(Hn, FJ„; ft"')} and an ascending

chain of normal subgroups of K:t = toEtiEhE ■ ■ ■ . Likewise, since

[F2(Hi) ] * = HfnftV [Fi (Hi)} * D [Fi (Hi)} *, [F3(H)} * = TT*Hft"1 [Fx (Hi)} *
DH*rYft~1[Fi(Hi)]*= [F2(H)]*. Hence an ascending chain of subgroups of

His constructed: Fi(H)CF2(H)CF3(H)C

Suppose that R is a subgroup of H which is ft-admissible for every ft in

a subgroup 5 of if. Then the set (ft, ft) of all hER and all kES is a subgroup

F of G = (II, if; ft, and T^(R, S; </>*) where <p* is <$> restricted to S with each

<pk, kES, restricted to R. We shall write, "by abuse of language," T=(R, S; ft

EG = (H,K;<p).

Theorem 14. If <p is ample for G = (H, Tf; ft, then for ra = l, 2, 3, • • • ,

G/Zn(G)^(Hn, Kn; ft»>) where Zn(G) = (Fn(H), Zn(if)nni+J-=„_! (U( + )>K) ;<p)

and where Hn=H/F„(H), Kn =if/(Zn(if)nn*+Jw-i (&( + )'*)).

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 8 and by Lemma 12, G/Zn(G)

^(Hn, Kn; ft">). For ra = l, (ft, k)EZx(G) if and only if ftGFi(TT), kEZx(K)
and 0fc-l=ft. Since <£ is ample, Fx(H)EZx(H), whence 0/T'=i. This places

ftGf so that Zi(G) = (Fi(H), Zi(if)nf; ft. Since f = f1l+y,0 (ti( + )>K), Zx(G)
has the required form. Gx = (H/(Zx(H)r\Fx(H)), K/(Zx(K)r\f); <j>^) =

= (H/Fx(H), Tf/(Zi(if)nt); <b^)^G/Zx(G), so that the latter has the re-
quired form.

Now suppose that the theorem has been established through the index ra.

Then (ft, ft)GZn+x(G) if and only if (a) hFn(H)EFx(Hn) and (b) ft(Z„(if)
nFn_,)GZi(ifn)nfi„ where T„_i = ni+;=n-i (ti( + )>K) and fi„ = kern ft">. ft»>
is ample, by Lemma 10. Fi(H) AH since Fx(H)EZx(H). If Fn(H) AH, then

Fx(H/Fn(H))=Fn+x(H)/Fn(H)AH/Fn(H) so that Fn+1(H) AH. Now (a) is

equivalent to (a') ftGF„+i(H), and (b) is equivalent to (b') that both kEL

and that [ft, y]GZn(if)nT,„_i for every yEK. Equivalently, kE(Zn(K)+K)

n(f)i+j.n_x (ti( + )>'+1K))r\tn = Zn+x(K)r\Ln, (as we see by replacing/+l by
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j in (Ln-i + K)r\t„). Thus Zn+i has the required form. Finally, a short induc-

tion establishes the given isomorphisms for Z/n and Kn. One can also show that

if H is abelian, and if Fn(H) is computed for &(H), then 2n is an exponent for

Fn(H).

We saw that Zn[H AH] = [Zn(H) AZn(H)]. If Zn(H, K; <p) = (Zn(H),
Zn(K); dy) for w = l, 2, • • • , m, we say that the ascending central series of

(H, K; <j>) is regular through m. If this series is regular for every m, the series

is called regular. By using Theorems 14 and 8a, we can prove

Theorem 15. If <p is ample for G=(H, K;<f>), then the ascending central

series of G is regular (regular through m) if and only if

(a) <p(K)E%(H; Zi(H)/Z^i(H)),j=l,2,3, ■ ■ • ,'(j = l, 2,3, ■ • • , m),and
(h)<t>(Zi(K))EZi-i(H),j=l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , (j = l, 2, 3, • • • , m).

Corollary 1. If H is abelian, then G = (H, K; <b) has a regular ascending

central series if and only if G = H@K.

Corollary 2. // <p(K) =3(H) and if 4>(Zj(K))E8(Zj(H)), j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,
then G = (H, K;<p) has a regular ascending central series. (E.g., G=[H AH].)

Despite Theorems 6 and 14, it seems difficult to determine the ascending

central series of (H, K; <b) for nonample <p. However, we have

Theorem 16. (h, k)EZ2(H, K; <b) if and only if (a) <j>y(h) =g(y)h = hg'(y)
where g(y),g'(y)EFi(H) for every yEK, (b) fc£Z2(ZC) and (c) <pk(x) =h~1xhfi(x)

where fi(x)EZi(IT)r\Fi(H) and fi(d>v(x)) =fi(x) for all x, y.

Proof, (h, k)EZ2 if and only if (a') s = h<pk(x)<p[k,y^v(h-l)x-l)EFi(H),
(h') [fc, y]EZi(K) and (c') 0[*,»]08 = i, all for all (x, y). Now assume that

(a'), (b') and (c') hold. From (a'), with x = e, hd>Ah-l)EFi(H). Since yk

ranges over all of K, hqb^h-1)£Fi(Z/), so that (ai) <j>y(h) =g(y)h, g(y)EFi(H).

From (a'), with y = e, [<pk(x)]hx~1EFi(H). But (c'), with y = e, reduces to

[4>k(x)]hx-H = t[<pk(x)]hx-x for every tEH. Thus, [4>k(x)]hx~1=fi(x)EZi(H)

nFi(H), and we have (cx) <pk(x) =h~1xhfi(x). In (a'), let x=<pk-i(h~l). Then s

reduces to 4>[k.y](4>y(h^)<pk~y(h))EFi(H) so that ^(h-^k-yQt)EFi(H). From

(ci), 4>k(h) =hfi(h) whenced>k~y(h) =h(fi(h))~\ Hence <S>v(h-')h(fi(h))-xEFi(H)
and (a2)d>y(h) =hg'(y), g'(y)EFi(H). Thus (h, k)EZ2 leads to (a), (ci) and (b).

(d) implies that x=<t>k-i(h-l)<pk-i(x)<t>k-y(h)fi(x) =fi(h)h~l<j>k-i(x)h(fi(h))-1fi(x)

= h~1cbk-i(x)hfi(x) so that <pk-i(x) = hxh~l(fi(x))~l. Hence <^v*-1ir1(0

=<Pv(h)l<t>v(h-l)(fi(4>v<t)))-\ and d>[k,y](t) =h-l4>v(h)t4>y(h^)hfi(t)(fi(<Pv-y(t)))-\
since/i is an endomorphism of Hinto Zi(H). It follows that s = xhfi(x)h~~l<py(h)

■<py(h-l)x-i<py(h-i)hfi(<t>y(h-i) )fi(x-i)fi(<py-i(x))fi(h) = ^(A-WiforC*-1))
■fi((py-i(x))fi(h), whence t'= <py(h-l)hth-l<py(h). Thus <p[k,y\(f) = h~ldyy(h)

■<t>y(h-i)hth-'cpy(h)<py(h-i)hj\(t)(f«}>y-y(i))-' = tfi(t)fi(<py->(t-1)) = t, by (c'),
whence (c2) follows.
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Conversely, if (a), (b) and (c) hold, then (b') is implied by (b). s reduces,

by (c), to ft(ft_1)ft mod (Zi(H)nFi(H)), as we saw above. By (a), 4>y(hrx)h

EFi(H) so that (a') sEFi(H). As for (c'), <b[k.y](ts) =tfi(t)fi(<f>v-1(t^)) =t, by

(c), so that (c') (bik.y]0, = t.

Corollary 1. (H, if; ft is nilpotent of class 2 if and only if H and K are of

class 2 and<p(K)E%(H; H/(Fi(H)r\Zl(H))).

Proof. By the theorem, G = (H, K; ft =Z2(G) if and only if (a") ft-'ft(ft),

ft(ft)ft-1GFi(H) for every (ft, ft), (b") every ftGZ2(if) and (c") ft(x)

= h~1xhfi(x) where fx(<by(x))=fx(x)EZi(H)r\Fx(H) for every y, kEK. Sup-

pose that G is of class 2. From (c"), with h = e, ft(x) = x mod (Zx(H)f~\Fx(H)),

and the second conclusion follows. From (b"), if is of class 2. In (c"), take

k = e so that all [x, h]EZx(H), and His of class 2. Conversely, if the conclu-

sions hold, then ft(x)=x/=/x where fEFi(H) so that (a") holds. Since

ft(x)=x mod Zi(H), ftif)C£i(H) so that H'EFi(H). From the second

conclusion, there exists f(x)EFi(H)(~\Zi(H) such that ft(x)=x/(x)

= h-1xh(x-1xh)f(x), since H'EZi(H). But x~lxhEFi(H)C\Zi(H) since

H'CFi(H). Thus ft(x)=ft-Wi(x) where fi(x)EFi(H)r\Zi(H). Now
ft_1x_Iftft(x) =fi(x) for every xEH. Replace x by ft(x) and apply ft,-1 to

both sides. Then <py-i(h~l)x~1<f>y-i(h)<l>y-iky(x)=fi(<py(x)). Since ftGSi(H),
one can reduce the above to h~lx~lh<by-iky(x) =/i(ft(x)). By what has already

been proved, ft(x) =xa and <j>k(x)=xb where a, bEFi(H)(~\Zi(H). Hence

cpy-iky(x)=xb=(j)k(x) so that /i(x) =ft_1x_1ftft(x) =/i(ft(x)). This completes

the proof.

We should note that (H, if; ft of class 2 implies that H'CFi(H) and that

ftif) is abelian.

Corollary 2. Necessary and sufficient that G = (H, if; ft 6e nilpotent of

class 2 is that H and K be of class 2 and that ft(G) be direct (ft0 = i>).

10. The derivative, [(a, b), (c, d)] = (aft(c)ftM) [ft^a"1)^1], [6, d])

= (p(a, b, c, d), [b, d]). p(a, b, c, d) may be called a skew commutator. Now

[(e, 6), (e, d) ] = (e, [b, d]), so that the generators of the derivative G' are all

(p, e) and all (e, [b, d]). Hence every element of G' can be expressed as (s, t)

with tEK', and where s is a product of skew commutators, their inverses, and

the transforms of these skew commutators and of their inverses under the

automorphisms from ftif'). A trivial verification shows that the inverse of a

skew commutator is a skew commutator: [p(a, b, c, d)]~1=p(a', V, c', d')

where a'=ftM](c), b'=dlb-d\ c'=<b[b,d](a) and d' = bli<d\ Let us denote by Hs

the subgroup of H generated by the skew commutators. H'EHS AH.

Theorem 17. If G = (H, if; ft, then G' = (HS, if'; ft, and G/G'^(H/HS)
©(if/if').

Proof. It is readily established that ft(p(a, b, c, d)) = p(<pk(a), kb, c, d)
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'P(<f>ikb,d](c), dkb, e, fc) so that <pk(Hs)EHs for every kEK, and the first con-

clusion follows from the preliminary material. Since 4>b(c)c~1=p(e, b, c, e),

4>(K)Ell(H; H/Hs). Let X be the direct sum (H/Hs) @(K/K'). Define a

map f on G into X by f (h, fc) = (hHs, kK'). It is clear that f is onto X. Since

0(ZC)£3l(ZT; ff/ff*), r(M*,(k). fcifc2) = (h«pkl(h2)Hs, ktk2K') = (hih2H^,
kik2K') = (hiHs, kiK')(h2Hs, k2K'), so that r£Hom (G, X). Finally, (A, fc)

£kern f if and only if /?£Z/S and fc£ZC'; that is, if and only if (h, fc)£G'.

Observe that for [HAH] we have HS = IT, so that D<-»[HAH]

= [D«\II)AD^(H)],j = l,2,
11. Normalizers and centralizers. Recall that 5i(G) is the set of all

(h, fc) with Bh<bk = i. Let 5n=JBn(G) and Z?i2 = ZJi2(G) be the respective projec-

tions on II and on K of Bi via the mappings (A, k)—+h and (A, fc)—»fc. The sets

5i, are subgroups. We shall make such abbreviations as(3) (&(H*, G) = E(/T, G).

Direct calculations establish that S(Z/, G) =Z?i, that &<-2)(H, G) is the set of

all (h,k) with <pkEK(H;Bii) and fc£6(Z?i2, ZC), that 6(12:, G)^Fi(H) ®Zi(K),
and that £(2)(lf, G) is the set of all (A, fc)£G for which d>y(h)=h lor every

y£Zi(ZQ and A£g(Fi(ZT), ZT). We have, at once, the result of Jordan [9,

p. 51] that <S(TZ, $(H)) is the set of all (h, 0„-i)££(//). G = S(TZ, G) if and
only if G reduces to H®K with Z/ abelian. G = 6<2>(TZ, G) if and only if

BnEFi(II) and Bi2EZi(K). G = <S.(K, G) if and only if G reduces to ZT0ZC
with K abelian. G = &2)(K, G) it and only if Fi(H)EZi(H) and Zi(ZC)£f. If
H is abelian, then Qi(H, G)=T/0f so that & and t are each nilpotent of the

same class or both are non-nilpotent. If H is abelian, S(2)(Z/, G) = Z/0Zi(f),

so that 6(2) =Zi(6(1)). If // is abelian, and if H is maximal with respect to the

property H AG, then G is direct, or d> is an isomorphism and G = (H, <j>(K); i),

a relative holomorph. One can show that G = (&m(H, G) if and only if S(Z7, G)

£(S(ZC, G), while G = 6'2)(ZC, G) «/and ow/y */ 6(ZC, G)£Zi(ZT) 8f( = G(Zi, G)
n(Z/8f)).

Let us define a sequence of sets {£„(!/)} by Ei(H) =Fi(H), ■ ■ ■ , En+i(H)

= all h such that (a) A£97(£n(ZT), ZT) and (b) h<py(h~l)EEn(H) for every

yEK. An inductive proof shows that the En(H) form, under set inclusion,

an ascending sequence of subgroups of H, each of which is (/>*-admissibIe for

every fc£ZC. En(H) AEn+i(H), n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Let E0(H) = (e). E2(H) is the
set of all hEH such that h~l<py(h) EZi(Fi(H)) for every yEK.

Lemma 15. ^(K, G) = (Ej(H), K; <b) so that (a) G = W»(K, G) if and
only if H=Ei(H); (h) G = 9?<2>(ZC, G) if and only if <b(K)E%(H; H mod Zi
•(Fi(H))); (c) if (H, K; <p) is of class c, then there exists j^c with H=Ej(H);

(d) if <p is ample and if G = 9l(2)(K, G), then H is of class 2.

Proof, (d). By (b), h-l4>y(h)EZi(Fi(H)) =Fi(H). But each 0I = some <py,

whence h~lh*EFi(H) for every x and hEH. Thus ZT'£Fi(Z/)£Zi(ZT).

Note that <p ample or <p(K) E%i(H) implies that En(H) AH ior all natural
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ra. Under such normality, the subgroups R of H such that En+1~)R~)E„ are

characterized by the property ftif) G 21 (H; R/En).

If A, BAH with AEB, then(3) (*) +bA =1(A, B). Let Gi(i4, B) = $(A,B).
If <£n(A, B) is defined as a subgroup of F, let S„+i(/l, ZJ) = En(.<4, B)-j-Bi4.

S„(.4, F) is a subgroup of 5 normal in II. If F AH, BE V AH, then &n(A, B)

E&n(A, V). In particular, Zn(A) = &n(A, A)E&n(A, B) for everv A, B AH,

AEB.<En(A,B) = (e)( + )"BA.

Theorem 18. If G=(H, if; ft where each £„(H) AH, then for each ra,

En+x(H) is the set of all hEH for which ft-1ft(ft)GS„(Fi(H), En(H)) for every

yEK.

Proof. We saw above that E2(H) is the set of all ft such that all / = ft-,ft(ft)

GZi(Fi(H))=Si(Fi(H), Ex(H)). Now suppose that the theorem is valid for

the index ra. Since En(H) AH, yEK, hEH and xEEn(H) imply the existence

of zx, s2GSn-i(Fi(TT), Tf„_i(H)) such thatft(x*) =x*zi=ft(ft)xz2ft(ft-1). Hence

(A) x-1(ft-1ft(ft))xz2(ft-1ft(ft))-1 = ft-1zift. 6n_i(Fi(H),£n_i(H)) AH so that (A)

implies that [«-», <]Ge„-i(F,(H), £„_i(H)). That is, /GS„-i(Fi(H), F„_i(H))
^ff£„(H) where t = h~1(py(h), hEEn+i(H). tEEn(H) so that -fj, can be re-

placed by -5-jr„(ir). Since £„_i(H) and Fi(H) are both included in En(H), and

since/(yl, 5) =yl -S-J3 is monotonic up in ^4 and down in 5, hEEn+i(H) im-

plies that <GSn_i(Fi(TT), En(H)) + E „un Fi(H). By the definition of the <£„ it

follows that each /GS»(Fi(H), En(H)). The converse is immediate.

Lemma 16. 91(if, G)/S(if, G) £#(£).

The specific homomorphism on 91 to 3 is 7(/, ft) =0k for fEPi(H). This

quotient group is independent of II. Cf. [9, p. 47]. Note that the normalizer

and centralizer of Tf coincide if and only if if is abelian.

Let R be a ft-admissible subgroup of H for every kEK. W= (R, if; ft is

a subgroup of G=(H, K; ft. (a, b)E&(W, G) where aEH, bEK, if and only

if a<pb(r) =r<pk(a) and bEZ\(K) for every rER and for every kEK. Choosing

r = e, we have a=ft(«), so that aEPi(H). Then a4>b(r)=ra so that on R,

ft0„ = i. Conversely, aEFx(H), bEZx(K) and ft0„ = i on F imply (a, b)

E&(W, G). Likewise, (a, b)E£(W, G) implies that aEW(R, H). S(IF, G) has
the "least possible value" Zi(G) if and only if R has the property (P) if

aG2l(i?) can be extended to ftGftif), where bEZx(K), and if a can be ex-

tended to 0a-iG3(H), where aEFi(H), then ft0a = t over all of H.

Let 6?f(Tf, G) be an abbreviation for 6(5ft(Tf, G), G).

Theorem 19. If G = (H, if; ft, and if 6(Fi(H), H)EFi(H), then
9F2>(if, G)/15M(K, G)g±W(Fi(H), H)/(S(Fi(H), H))©3(if).

Proof. Let i? = Fi(H). Suppose that ft0o = i on Fi(H) where bEZi(K) and

aEFx(H). ft = i on Fi(H). Hence aEZx(Fi(H)). Conversely, if aEZi(Fi(H))
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and if bEZi(K), then/£Fi(ZT) and kEK imply that (a, b)(f, k)=(af, bk)
= (fa, kb) = (f, k)(a, b) so that (a, b)E£W(K, G). We have proved that

69?(ZC, G)=(Zi(Fi(H)), Zi(K); <p)(^Zi(Fi(H))®Zi(K)). Let us define a
mapping 7 on W2)(K, G) into W(Fi(H), ZT)/<S(Fi(ZT), H))®3(K) by
y(h, fc) = (0*, Bk) where 0* is Bh restricted to Fi(ZT). Here hEE2(H) and fc£ZC.

For fti, h2EE2(H), ku k2EK, hi(pkl(h2)=hih2z, where z£Zi(Fi(ZT)). Now

8* = 1 on Fi(IT) so that 0*^ = 0*0*,,, and 7 is a homomorphism. Since E(Fi(ZT),

H)EFi(H) by hypothesis, it is clear that kern 7 = (Zx(Fi(H)), ZX(K); d>)

= S5R(ZC,G). Hence ̂ 2VS9^r83(Z:)where rc9J(Fi(ZT), Zl)/6(Fi(ZT), ZT).
hEVl(Fi(H), H) if and only if <t>y(h)=hc, c£S(Fi(ZT), Z/). Suppose that
hEW(Fi(H), IT) and that fc£ZC. Then <py(h) = hc(y), c(y)£S(Fi(ZT), ZT)
EFi(H). Hence hEE2(H), and 7(fe, fc) = (0*, 0*) so that 7 is onto the required

direct sum.

For a subgroup K oi a group G, let &i(K, G) = i£>i(K), the inner normal hull

of K in G, be the largest subgroup of K which is normal in G. Let §o(ZC, G)

= !&o(K), the outer normal hull of K in G, he the smallest normal subgroup

of G in which K is included. §i = ^>0 if and only if K AG, whence £>i = £J0=ZC.

As generators, &0(K) has all (e, k)<-x-y) = (x<bkv(x-1), fc"); that is, all (x4>y(x~l),y).

In [HAK] or [H~)K], the generators of £o(ZC) are all ([h, fc], fc) where

hEH, kEK. The inner normal hull of K in (H, K; d>) is t. If a group K can be

represented faithfully as a group of automorphisms of a group H, then one

can minimize the inner normal hull by forming the relative holomorph

(H, K; 1) of K over H. Here lQi(K) = f = (e). We write, "by abuse of language,"

S(f, G) rather than 6(f*, G). (x, y) is in the latter if and only if y£6(f, K)

as a short argument shows, and £(f, G) = (ZT, £(f, ZC); 0). If, as in [K AK],

tEZi(K), then S(f, G) =G so that fCZ^G).
Let K now be a group in which the ascending central series breaks off

for some index w such that Zn(K) 9^K. Then ZC/Z„(ZC) is a centerless group

and is thus representable faithfully as a subgroup of its group of automor-

phisms. Form the product G = (K/Zn(K), K; d>) where <j> is the natural map-

ping on K onto K/Zn(K). Let a', for aEK, he the coset aZn(K). For a, b, c

EK, (e', cy''b'> = (a'b'c'b'-W-1(b'c'b'-i)-1, cb) = ([acba-1(c»)-1]', cb)=([a, cb]',

cb) so that !Qo(K) has for a complete set of generators all ([h, fc]', fc). Since

KE&o(K), all ([h, fc]', e) are included among the generators. Recall that

groups K for which K = D(K) are called perfect [9]. It we take G as indicated,

we have proved

Theorem 20. Let K be a group for which the ascending central series termi-

nates with Zn(K)^K and for which K/Zn (ZC) is perfect. Then there exists a proper

extension G of K such that the outer normal hull of K in G is G.

Since any homomorphic image of a perfect group is perfect, we can have

K rather than K/Z„(K) perfect in the hypothesis.
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